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Beauty is in the eye of the beholder 
 

1. Complete the idioms with the words below and then divide them into two categories: good 
looking and not so much. When you have finished compare with your partner. 

Clean, cut, dressed, dressed, easy, face, face, hair, look, pretty, thin, ugly 

 
 

1. Not a __________ out of place  
2. To be as _________   as a picture 
3. To be as _________  as sin  
4. To be _________  to kill 
5. To be _________  (up) to the nines 
6. To be _________  on the eye 
7. To be _________  on the top 

8. To _________  up nicely  
9. To _________  a dash  
10. To have a _________  for a radio  
11. To have a _________  only a mother 

could love  
12. To _________  a sight  

 

Beauty Beast ;) 

  

 

2. Complete the idioms with the missing words again (test your memory, don’t look at exercise 1) 
and then interview other students to try and find someone in the classroom: 

 Whose dad has gone a bit thin on the __________  in the last few years  
 Who looked a __________ after the last party they went to  
 Who thinks you should always be dressed to __________ when you go on a date  

 Who thinks new born babies are as ugly as __________  

 Who once dated someone as pretty as a __________ but without much going on between 
their ears 

 Who feels uncomfortable around people who never have a hair out of __________  

 Who never dresses( up) to the __________ when they go out 

 Who thinks TV presenters should be easy on the __________ 

 Who is attracted to a celebrity others think has a face for a __________ 

 Who knows someone who cuts a __________ in anything they put on  

 Who thinks Shrek has a face only a mother could __________  

 Who can’t be bothered to clean up __________ if they stay at home all da 


